We consider the use of Bayesian information criteria for selection of the graph underlying an Ising model. In an Ising model, the full conditional distributions of each variable form logistic regression models, and variable selection techniques for regression allow one to identify the neighborhood of each node and, thus, the entire graph. We prove highdimensional consistency results for this pseudo-likelihood approach to graph selection when using Bayesian information criteria for the variable selection problems in the logistic regressions. The results pertain to scenarios of sparsity and following related prior work the information criteria we consider incorporate an explicit prior that encourages sparsity.
Introduction
Let Z 1 , . . . , Z p be binary random variables with values in {−1, 1}, and let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V = [p] := {1, . . . , p}. The (symmetric) Ising model postulates that Prob(Z 1 = z 1 , . . . , Z p = z p ) ∝ exp {v,w}∈E θ vw z v z w , (1.1) distribution in such an Ising model, complementing recent work on this problem by Anandkumar et al. (2012) , Ravikumar, Wainwright and Lafferty (2010) , Santhanam and Wainwright (2012) and Loh and Wainwright (2014) . The model selection procedure we consider uses a pseudo-likelihood approach based on conditional distributions, as popularized by Besag (1972 Besag ( , 1974 . Let ne(v) = {w ∈ V \ {v} : {v, w} ∈ E} be the set of neighbors of node v in the graph G = (V, E). Assuming (1.1), the full conditional distributions satisfy log Prob(Z v = 1 | Z w = z w , w = v) 1 − Prob(Z v = 1 | Z w = z w , w = v) = w∈ne (v) β vw z w ,
where β vw = 2θ vw . Hence, for each variable Z v in an Ising model, the conditional distributions form a logistic regression model with Z v as response and the remaining variables Z w , w = v, as covariates. Selection of the graph G = (V, E) can thus be achieved by identifying each neighborhood ne(v), v ∈ V , by variable selection in each of the p = |V | logistic regression problems given by (1.2). Strictly speaking, we have β vw = β wv in the system of logistic regression models in (1.2). However, we will treat the neighborhood selection approach in the version that uncouples the parameters, that is, we allow the pair (β vw , β wv ) to range freely in R 2 . This allows one to treat the p regression problems separately, which brings about simplifications with regards to computation as well as theoretical analysis; compare the work on 1 -penalization methods by Ravikumar, Wainwright and Lafferty (2010) and by Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006) who treat the Gaussian case. Höfling and Tibshirani (2009) demonstrated empirically that this decoupling of β vw and β wv , when addressing inferential inconsistencies as described in Section 4 below, does not lead to any important loss in statistical efficiency for selection of the graph G in an Ising model; at least in the higherdimensional settings that these authors and also we have in mind here. Höfling and Tibshirani (2009) also showed that, for selection of the graph underlying an Ising model, pseudo-likelihood methods fare as well as computationally more involved methods based on the actual joint distribution.
In this paper, we explore the use of Bayesian information criteria in the logistic neighborhood selection approach. Consider a logistic regression model that includes a subset J of a set of p covariates. For sample size n, and defined for minimization, the classical Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of Schwarz (1978) is the model score BIC 0 (J) = −2 log L(β J ) + |J| log(n), whereβ J is the maximum likelihood estimator in the model given by J. The BIC is well-known to yield variable selection consistency in the asymptotic scenario in which the sample size n grows large while the number of covariates p remains constant. It has been observed, however, that the BIC tends to overselect variables in regression problems in which p is of substantial size compared to n (Broman and Speed, 2002) . To address this problem, a number of extensions have been proposed and analyzed (Bogdan, Ghosh and Doerge, 2004; Chen, 2008, 2012; Frommlet et al., 2012) . The main idea for these extensions is to incorporate into the BIC an explicit prior on the set of considered models. The priors specified in the mentioned earlier work are equivalent for our purposes (Żak-Szatkowska and Bogdan, 2011) , and we will treat the criterion BIC γ (J) = −2 log L(β J ) + |J| log(n) + 2γ log(p) , (1.3)
which is associated with a choice of γ ≥ 0. For a review and pointers to prior work that suggests and evaluates defaults for γ, or a quantity corresponding to γ, seeŻak-Szatkowska and Bogdan (2011) . In particular, the choice of γ = 1 is associated with assigning equal prior probability to each set
which is a prior that is also considered in Scott and Berger (2010) . Indeed,
which for small k ≤ q ≤ p/2 scales as p k . In (1.3), this contribution of the prior on models appears as the term |J| log(p). Note that (1.3) has the maximum of the log-likelihood function multiplied by two and, hence, the additional factor of two. By analogy, the prior for Ising model selection has to be specified on the set of graphs with p nodes and there are
graphs with k edges. This suggests that for Ising model selection γ should be chosen roughly twice as large as for variable selection in a single logistic regression model. The cutoffs for γ that appear in our theoretical analysis are in agreement with this intuition (compare Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.1.) The goal of this paper is to show that using BIC γ for variable selection in the logistic neighborhood selection approach allows one to consistently estimate the graph underlying an Ising model. Our focus is on higher-dimensional problems under sparsity, that is, problems in which the number of variables p may be large, the sample size n may be comparatively moderate, but the neighborhood sizes are bounded by an integer q that is small compared to p. Our works builds on ideas of Chen and Chen (2012) and Luo and Chen (2013) who analyze the performance of BIC γ for variable selection in generalized linear models. Their work makes assumptions on a sequence of fixed/deterministic design matrices that ensure that the Hessian of the log-likelihood function is well-behaved. In contrast, the conditional distributions in (1.2) have random covariates. We thus develop suitable conditions on the joint distribution of random covariates in logistic regression that, in particular, ensure that the deterministic conditions imposed in Luo and Chen (2013) hold with high probability. In this part of our work we aim to be as general as possible and consider possibly unbounded covariates. The conditions we give allow us to deduce consistency of BIC γ in Ising model selection. For growing p, this involves a growing number of logistic regression problems and requires us to make some of the intermediate results in Luo and Chen (2013) 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides finite-sample results for logistic regression. The main technical result is Theorem 2.1, which considers the setting with random covariates and gives conditions that provide control of the Hessian of the log-likelihood function. Theorem 2.2 shows how a wellbehaved Hessian leads to bounds on likelihood ratios and is closely related to the prior work of Chen and Chen (2012) and Luo and Chen (2013) . The proofs for both these theorems are deferred to parts B and C of the Appendix, where part D contains technical lemmas. As a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we can clarify in Section 2.4 the consistency of BIC γ in logistic regression with random covariates. In Section 3, we extend the consistency result to Ising model selection. Some of the conditions imposed in our work involve third moments, and we show in part A of the Appendix that those cannot be weakened to conditions on second moments. We conclude with numerical experiments, see Sections 4 and 5, and a discussion in Section 6.
Logistic regression with random covariates

Setup
Let (X 1 , Y 1 ), . . . , (X n , Y n ) be n observations that each pair a binary response Y i ∈ {0, 1} and a covariate vector X i ∈ R p . Suppose that the pairs (X i , Y i ) are independent and identically distributed, and that the responses follow a logistic regression model conditional on the covariates. Let π i (x) be the conditional probability that Y i = 1 given X i = x. The logistic regression model states that
for some unknown parameter vector β 0 ∈ R p . Define the cumulant function b(θ) = log(1 + e θ ). Conditional on the X i , the logistic regression model for the responses Y i has log-likelihood, score, and negative Hessian functions
with the derivatives of the cumulant function being
We will be interested in scenarios in which β 0 is sparse, and we wish to recover the support of β 0 , that is, the set
Here and throughout, [p] := {1, . . . , p}. We assume that an upper bound on the size of support is given, that is, |J 0 | ≤ q. However, we will later allow the bound q to grow in an asymptotic scenario in which the number of covariates p is allowed to grow with the sample size n. To avoid triviality, we assume n, p ≥ 2 throughout. Similarly, we assume q ≥ 1 without further mention.
The conditions we impose below are formulated in terms of the marginal distribution of the covariate vectors X i and pertain to the tail behavior of the entries of X i as well as the possible dependences among them. We will show that our conditions entail that, with large probability, the covariates satisfy deterministic Hessian conditions that Luo and Chen (2013) used to establish consistency properties of BIC γ for generalized linear models with fixed design. These conditions concern sparse submodels of our logistic regression model given by support sets J ⊆ [p]. When treating such submodels, we write s J (β) and H J (β) for the subvector and submatrix of s(β) and H(β), respectively, obtained by extracting entries indexed by J.
Hessian conditions when covariates are random
Luo and Chen (2013) invoke conditions on a sequence of deterministic designs to control the curvature and change of the Hessian of the log-likelihood function. Specifically, the eigenvalues of 1 n H J (β 0 ) for all sparse J ⊇ J 0 are assumed to be bounded above and below, and furthermore for any , there is a δ > 0 such that
for all J ⊇ J 0 and β ∈ R J with β − β 0 2 ≤ δ. These conditions are assumed to hold uniformly for all large enough sample sizes n and associated values of p, q and β 0 , which may change with n.
In this work, we begin instead with random and i.i.d. covariates and derive stronger versions of these Hessian conditions from the below conditions on the distribution of the covariates X 1 , . . . , X n . We call a vector u ∈ R p is q-sparse if | supp(u)| ≤ q, and we recall that a random variable Z is σ-subgaussian if, for all t ∈ R, E e tZ ≤ e t 2 σ 2 /2 .
Let a 1 , a 2 , a 3 > 0 be constants that are fixed throughout the remainder of this section. Using X 1 = (X 11 , . . . , X 1p ) as a representative, we will say that the i.i.d. covariates satisfy assumptions (A1)-(A3) with respect to an integer q ≥ 1 if the following holds:
is a Rademacher random variable independent of X 1j .
Rephrased, (A1) states that for any subset J ⊂ [p] of cardinality |J| ≤ q the smallest eigenvalue of the J × J matrix E X 1J X 1J is at least a 1 . Assumption (A2) guarantees the existence of third moments of linear combinations of q or less covariates. The subgaussianity in (A3) holds in particular if X 1j −E [X 1j ] is symmetric and a 3 -subgaussian, in which case we can take a 3 to be the square root of (a 3 )
2 + E [X 1j ] 2 . It also holds if |X 1j | ≤ a 3 with probability 1. According to the following theorem, which is proved in part C of the Appendix, our assumptions entail well-behaved Hessians with large probability. To clarify notation, in this theorem and throughout the rest of the paper the norm H of a matrix H is the spectral norm. 
then the event that, simultaneously for all |J| ≤ q and all β, β ∈ R J ,
has probability at least
If the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) hold and β ∈ R J for a set J ⊇ J 0 , then
With the analogous lower bound,
we obtain the following version of the assumption from (2.2).
Proposition 2.1. If the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) hold, then
for all J ⊇ J 0 and β ∈ R J with
Bounds on likelihood ratios from Hessian conditions
The following theorem provides bounds on log-likelihood ratios for sparse models indexed by J versus the smallest true model indexed by J 0 . The result concerns fixed values for the covariates X 1 , . . . , X n that satisfy the Hessian conditions (2.3) and (2.4) from Theorem 2.1. The statement of the result makes reference to constants from Theorem 2.1. We also invoke an upper bound a 0 on the signal; some control of the norm of β 0 is needed to avoid degeneracy of the conditional distribution of the binary response variable. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is deferred to Appendix B.
Theorem 2.2. Let β 0 be the true parameter with J 0 = supp(β 0 ) and β 0 2 ≤ a 0 for a constant a 0 > 0. Fix , ν > 0, and condition on the covariates X 1 , . . . , X n taking values that satisfy the Hessian conditions (2.3) and (2.4) for all J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ 2q. Then there exist constants C false , C dim , C sample,1 , C sample,2 > 0, depending only on (c change , c lower (a 0 ), c upper (a 0 )) and the chosen pair ( , ν), such that if
the following two statements hold simultaneously with conditional probability at least 1 − p −ν :
We remark that the proof of claim (a) invokes the Hessian conditions only for J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ q. The conditions for cardinality up to 2q are used for claim (b), which is proved by considering the union of J 0 and a given set J ⊃ J 0 .
Consistency of extended BIC in logistic regression
Having established bounds on Hessian and likelihood ratios via Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, respectively, we are able to give conditions that entail that BIC γ selects the most parsimonious true model with high probability. Theorem 2.3. Let β 0 be the true parameter with J 0 = supp(β 0 ) and β 0 2 ≤ a 0 for a constant a 0 > 0. Fix γ ≥ 0 and , ν > 0. Then there exist constants C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 > 0, depending only on (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and ( , ν), such that if the covariates satisfy (A1)-(A3) with respect to 2q for q ≥ |J 0 |, if
and if 6) then the event that
, |J| ≤ q} has probability at least
Proof. Choosing the constants C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 suitably, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 become applicable and imply that, with the claimed probability, the following statement is true simultaneously for all |J| ≤ q:
where C false > 0 is a constant from Theorem 2.2. Condition on (2.7) being true for all |J| ≤ q. We claim that under our assumptions
is positive for any model given by a set J = J 0 of cardinality |J| ≤ q. If J ⊇ J 0 , that is, if the model is false, then (2.7) yields the bound
For C 2 large enough, the lower bound is positive. For J J 0 with |J| ≤ q, we have
which can be lower-bounded further as
This is positive by the assumed inequality from (2.6).
Based on Theorem 2.3, we can identify asymptotic scenarios under which BIC γ yields consistent variable selection. To this end, consider a sequence of variable selection problems indexed by the sample size n, where the n-th problem has p n covariates and true parameter β 0 (n) with support J 0 (n). Let q n be the bound on the size of the considered models, and let
be the smallest absolute value of any non-zero coefficient in β 0 (n).
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that p n = n κ for κ > 0, that q n = n ψ for 0 ≤ ψ < 1/3, and that β min (n) = n −φ/2 for 0 ≤ φ < 1 − ψ. Assume that the covariates satisfy (A1)-(A3) with respect to 2q n for some constants a 1 , a 2 , a 3 > 0, and that |J 0 (n)| ≤ q n , and β 0 (n) 2 ≤ a 0 for a constant a 0 > 0. Then for any γ > 1− 1 2κ , variable selection with BIC γ is consistent in the sense that the event
has probability tending to one as n → ∞.
Proof. Since p n = n κ , condition (2.6) in Theorem 2.3 holds for all n if
Having assumed γ > 1− 1 2κ here, the condition is satisfied for and ν sufficiently small. Fix a suitable choice of ( , ν) for the rest of the argument.
Our scaling assumptions for p n , q n and β min (n) are such that the conditions involving the constants C 0 , C 1 and C 2 in Theorem 2.3 are met for n large enough. Hence, Theorem 2.3 applies for all large n. And, as n → ∞, the probability in Theorem 2.3 tends to one.
Remark 2.1. Corollary 2.1 assumes p n to grow polynomially with n. An analogous consistency result could be stated for faster subexponential growth of p n with n by choosing γ > 1 and ensuring that q 3 n log 3 (np n ) = o(n).
Consistency of extended BIC for Ising models
We now turn to neighborhood selection for Ising models. So consider an i.
is a vector of binary random variables with values in {−1, 1} that follows an Ising model as in (1.1), with graph
, and interaction parameters θ vw ∈ R for {v, w} ∈ E. We will consider selection of G by means of variable selection in the p logistic regression models, where the v-th regression problem has response variable Z v and p − 1 covariates Z w , w = v. We write BIC γ (J, v) for the BIC score from (1.3) evaluated for the logistic regression model with response Z v and covariates
) as a representative, we will say that Z 1 , . . . , Z n satisfy assumptions (B1)-(B3) with respect to an integer q ≥ 1 if the following holds for fixed constants b 0 , b 1 , b 2 > 0:
(B1) The interaction parameters θ vw are bounded in absolute value as
As explained in Santhanam and Wainwright (2012) , the graph selection problem is ill-posed without some upper bound on the absolute values of the interaction parameters as in (B1). Assumption (B2) constitutes a lower bound on the eigenvalues of the q ×q principal submatrices of the covariance matrix E Z 1 Z 1 and akin to requirements in Ravikumar, Wainwright and Lafferty (2010); Loh and Wainwright (2014) . As we clarify at the end of this section, condition (B2) is implied by (B1) for asymptotic scenarios in which all neighborhoods ne(v) have cardinality bounded by a constant, that is, the graph G has bounded degree. Assumption (B3) is the final piece needed to invoke our result on general logistic regression.
To formulate a consistency result for neighbhor selection in Ising models, we consider a sequence of neighborhood selection problems indexed by the sample size n. The n-th problem has p n variables and interaction parameters θ vw (n), with associated neighorhoods ne n (v) and edge set E(n). Let d n be the maximum cardinality of any neighborhood ne n (v), v ∈ [p n ], and let
be the non-zero interaction of smallest magnitude.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that p n = n κ for κ > 0, that q n = n ψ for 0 ≤ ψ < 1/3, and that θ min (n) = n −φ/2 for 0 ≤ φ < 1 − ψ. Assume that the sample Z 1 , . . . , Z n satisfies (B1)-(B3) with respect to 2q n and that d n ≤ q n . Then for any γ > 2− 1 2κ , Ising neighborhood selection with BIC γ is consistent in the sense that the event that, simultaneously for all v ∈ [p n ],
Proof. We will show that the result follows from Theorem 2.3 together with a union bound over the p n logistic regression problems.
First, we observe that with p n = n κ , condition (2.6) in Theorem 2.3 holds for all n if 1 2κ
Having assumed γ > 2 − 1 2κ here, the condition can be satisfied with a choice of > 0 and ν > 1. We fix such a choice of ( , ν) for the rest of the argument.
Next, note that Theorem 2.3 is applicable to each one of the p n logistic regression problems in neighborhood selection. Indeed, since Z 1 , . . . , Z n are bounded assumption (A3) holds. Conditions (A1) and (A2) are ensured by (B2) and (B3), respectively, and (B1) yields the bounded signal assumed in Theorem 2.3. Moreover, the scaling assumptions on p n , q n and θ min (n) are such that the assumptions on the corresponding quantities in Theorem 2.3 are met.
Applying Theorem 2.3 a total of p n times, we obtain that, separately for each v ∈ [p n ], the event that
occurs with at least the probability from Theorem 2.3. Ignoring smaller terms of higher order in 1/p n , this probability is
Since ν > 1, we have that
as n, and thus also p n , tends to infinity. Hence, a union bound yields the desired claim that all events hold simultaneously with probability tending to one.
Finally, we observe that conditions (B2) and (B3) do not present a restriction when considering problems in which there is a fixed bound on the degree of the graph underlying the Ising model and a bound on the interaction parameters as in (B1). Indeed, (B3) holds trivially in this case since the coordinate of the random vectors are bounded by one in absolute value. The sparse eigenvalue condition (B2) is addressed in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose the random vector Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z p ) follows an Ising model with | ne(v)| ≤ q for all v ∈ [p]. If the interaction parameters θ vw for Z satisfy (B1) then it holds for any q-sparse unit vector u that
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider a q-sparse unit vector u that has supp(u) = {1, . . . , q} and
Therefore,
Since Z 1 takes values in {−1, 1}, we rescale to (Z 1 + 1)/2 for values in {0, 1}. Then the conditional distribution of (Z 1 + 1)/2 given Z −1 is a Bernoulli distribution with success probability exp 2 w∈ne(1) θ 1w Z w 1 + exp 2 w∈ne(1) θ 1w Z w ; recall (1.2). We obtain that
By assumption (B1),
It follows that
(1 + e 2qb0 ) 2 .
Practical considerations when applying information criteria
Theorem 3.1 shows that, with sufficient data, application of BIC γ allows one to identify the correct set of edges, simultaneously at each node, with high probability. Application of the information criterion in practice, however, faces two issues:
(i) At an individual node, in order to find the sparse model that minimizes BIC γ , we must fit a large number of models. With sparsity bounded by q, there are on the order of p q models, preventing an exhaustive search when the number of variables p is larger.
(ii) After performing neighborhood selection for each node, our results may be asymmetrical, that is, we might find that our estimates of the coefficients in (1.2) satisfyβ vw = 0 butβ wv = 0 for some pair of nodes v, w.
To resolve the issue of the large number of possible models at each node, it is common to use a computationally efficient procedure to first produce a short list of candidate models, and then apply BIC γ to select from this list. We use an 1 -penalized likelihood (the 'logistic Lasso') with varying levels of penalization ρ to produce the candidate models:
To account for potential asymmetries when we compile information across nodes, we follow the work of Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006) and draw an edge connecting nodes v and w based on either an and rule (requiring botĥ β vw = 0 andβ wv = 0) or an or rule (requiringβ vw = 0 orβ wv = 0); recall the discussion from the introduction and, in particular, the empirical study of Höfling and Tibshirani (2009) .
Experiments: Regional weather patterns
Data and methods for model selection
We apply BIC γ , and other competing methods, to the task of inferring dependencies among binary indicators of precipitation at p = 92 weather stations across four states in the Midwest region of the U.S. The four states are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and Missouri. We fit models without taking the geographical locations of the 92 stations into account, but then assess the performance of different methods by referring to the distance between weather stations. Our rationale is that plausible graphs should primarily link neighboring stations. (One could argue that longer links in East-West direction might be more reasonable than longer North-South links but it seems difficult to quantify this and we did not attempt to make such refined distinctions.)
The binary variables we consider indicate the existence of precipitation at each station on a given day. We model their joint distribution with an Ising model as in (1.1) such that the precipitation indicator at each node (weather station), conditional on the observations from the other nodes, follows the logistic regression model from (1.2). We compute a set of (sparse) candidate models for each node using the logistic Lasso and then select a model from the set using either the ordinary BIC = BIC 0 , the modification to BIC γ with γ = 0.25 or γ = 0.5, as well as 10-fold cross-validation and stability selection as in Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010) . For each method, the node-wise edge selections are compiled across all nodes to form a graph. Performance is measured relative to the true geographical layout of the weather stations, which as mentioned above is "unknown" to the procedures we compare.
To give more specifics, we used data from the United States Historical Climatology Network (Menne, Williams Jr. and Vose, 2011) .
1 The data consists of weather-related variables that were recorded on a daily basis. We specifically gathered the precipitation data, which gives the total amount of precipitation for each day. Seasonality effects on precipation are not as pronounced in the Midwest as in other parts of the U.S., and we thus simply consider data from the entire year. However, to limit the effects of temporal dependencies between successive observations, we took data from only the 1st and 16th day of each month. The resulting multivariate observations are then treated as independent.
We removed weather stations where data availability was low and discarded observations with missing values for any of the remaining weather stations. A total of n = 370 days and p = 92 stations remained in the final data set. Figure 1 shows a map of the 92 stations, along with an undirected graph representing the Delaunay triangulation of the 92 locations. For each weather station j, we define binary variables Z ij taking values 1 or 0 depending on whether or not there was a positive amount of rainfall at weather station j on day i. For each one of the stations j, we then used each of the above mentioned five methods to perform a sparse logistic regression that has response vector Z •j and covariates {Z •k : k = j}. We applied the logistic Lasso (4.1) with a range of 100 penalty-parameter values to the data, using the glmnet package for R (Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani, 2010; R Core Team, 2013) . This produced a list of 100 (not necessarily distinct) support sets, J 1 , . . . , J 100 . When applying the information criteria, we refitted each candidate model without 1 -penalization using the function glm in R, and applied BIC γ with γ = 0, 0.25, 0.5 to each candidate model, optimizing the resulting scores to select a single model for each choice of γ. We also applied 10-fold crossvalidation, selecting the model that minimizes average error on the test sets over the 10 folds. Finally, for stability selection, we used the stabsel function in the mboost package for R (Hothorn et al., 2013) , setting the expected support size to 10. As noted by Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010) , changing this setting within a reasonable range did not have a large effect on the output. 
Results
To evaluate the model selection methods, we first compare the inferred graphs to the geographic layout of the 92 stations by treating the Delaunay triangulation as a "true" underlying graph for the considered Ising model. Table 1 shows the results we obtain for each method, stated in terms of positive selection rate (PSR) and false discovery rate (FDR), relative to the "true" Delaunay triangulation graph. The results are also displayed in Figure 2 , and Figure 3 shows the recovered graphs under the and and or combination rules. We see that cross-validation leads to a somewhat higher PSR than the other methods, under either an and or an or rule. However, this comes at the cost of a drastically higher FDR. For BIC γ , as we increase γ, we reduce the FDR at a cost of a lower PSR, as expected. Stability selection does not perform as well as the information criteria under this evaluation, with higher FDR and slightly lower PSR than BIC 0 , but was substantially more computationally expensive.
While it does not seem unreasonable to assume that the edges of the Delaunay triangulation capture most of the strongest dependencies, there might be additional dependencies that are not captured by the edges in the triangulation. For a different comparison of the methods that more directly uses the geographic distances between the weather stations, we apply Gaussian smoothing (scale: standard deviation = 10 miles) to estimate, as a function of d, the probability that a method will infer an edge between two nodes that are d miles apart. The resulting functions are plotted in Figure 4 , which also includes the same smoothed function calculation for the graph from the Delaunay triangulation.
We observe that the smoothed function for the cross-validation methods (under either the or or the and rule) does not decay to zero as distance increases. That is, in this experiment, cross-validation selects a nonnegligible proportion of edges between nodes that are arbitrarily far apart, which is undesirable. To a lesser extent, the same problem occurs for stability selection combined with the or rule for mid-range distances. The other methods, in contrast, yield functions that do decay to zero relatively quickly as distance increases. Comparing the methods that show the decay to zero, we see also that for two nearby weather stations, the BIC γ methods combined with the or rule are more likely to select an edge than any of the remaining methods. Overall, we find that the information criteria perform well while requiring the least amount of computation, and increasing γ provides a useful trade-off between PSR and FDR. 
Results for neighborhood selection
Discussion
As suggested by our numerical experiments and supported by our theoretical analysis, Bayesian information criteria extended to include a penalization term involving the number of covariates are useful tools for variable selection in logistic regression as well as neighborhood selection for Ising models. The additional penalty term can be motivated via a particular class of prior distributions on the set of considered models. We aim to discuss the formal connection between fully Bayesian approaches and BIC γ in a subsequent paper; preliminary results under bounded sparsity are described in the Ph.D. thesis of the first author (Foygel, 2012) and in a preprint (Foygel and Drton, 2011) . At the heart of this paper is an analysis of logistic regression with random covariates. While logistic regression has special properties, our technical results can be extended to other generalized linear models. The main challenge for such generalizations is control of the third derivative of the cumulant function which might no longer be bounded. Preliminary results under bounded sparsity can again be found in Foygel (2012) and Foygel and Drton (2011) . Returning to the setup of Section 2, we recall that our results on general logistic regression rely on assumption (A2), which places an upper bound on third moments. In contrast, the lower bound in assumption (A1) concerns second moments (or, put differently, eigenvalues of small submatrices of the covariance matrix). It is tempting to try and weaken our condition (A2) to a sparse eigenvalue upper bound:
However, we now show that this assumption will not be sufficient to get the desired results in any asymptotic scenario where q grows with n, no matter how slow the rate of growth is assumed to be. In particular, we construct an example where, even though sparse eigenvalues are bounded above and below, the Hessian conditions assumed by Luo and Chen (2013) do not hold at β 0 = 0 (i.e. J 0 = ∅), recall (2.2).
For simplicity, let p = q, and let Z be a random vector that follows a uniform distribution on {±1} q . Let 1 q = (1, . . . , 1) . Then define a random vector X by 
has minimal and maximal eigenvalue equal to
respectively. We observe that the eigenvalues are bounded above and below as required by (A1) and (A2'). Now take the unit vector u = 1 √ q 1 q . We see that |X u| = √ q with probability at least 1/q. For independent random vectors X 1 , . . . , X n that all have the same distribution as X, it follows that
Assume for simplicity that n/q is an integer. Then n/q is the median of the Binomial(n, 1/q) distribution, and so with probability at least
In the remainder of this section, we prove that this property contradicts the inequalities in (2.2) when assuming an upper bound on the eigenvalues of the Hessian 1 n H(0). (Note that since we have simplified the problem by setting p = q, we do not need to make reference to submatrices of H(0).)
Since b (z) ≤ b (1) for all |z| ≥ 1, we may further bound this to get
Since δ −1 ≥ √ q, we deduce that it holds with probability at least 1/2 that
Now, in accordance with the conditions used by Luo and Chen (2013) , suppose that (2.2) holds and that the Hessian is bounded from above as H(0) n · c 2 I q . Then for any choice of > 0, we require that there exists some δ > 0 such that
with high probability, for all β ∈ R q with β 2 ≤ δ. In particular, this implies that for the vector u chosen above, with high probability, for all β ∈ R J with
In particular, this must be true for all β 2 ≤ min{δ, 1 √ q }. But from the work above, the bound can only be true if
which is false for small enough.
Appendix B: Proofs for likelihood and score results
This appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.2, which gives bounds on likelihood ratios for models postulating sparsity in the coefficient vector β. The bounds are for fixed values of the covariates X 1 , . . . , X n that satisfy the Hessian conditions from Theorem 2.1. All probability statements in this section are tacitly understood to be conditional on X 1 , . . . , X n .
B.1. Bounding the score function
In this section, we prove bounds on the score function at the true parameter β 0 that hold with high probability. These bounds concern the score function of true sparse models given by sets J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ q.
Let < be a positive value that will be specified later. For integer r ≥ 1, let τ r ,τ r > 0 be the square roots of
respectively. Assume that
for r ≤ q−|J 0 |. This assumption can be guaranteed to hold by choosing C sample,1 in the statement of Theorem 2.2 appropriately.
Lemma B.1. Fix values for the observations X 1 , . . . , X n that satisfy the Hessian conditions (2.3) and (2.4) from Theorem 2.1. Assume further that the inequality in (B.1) holds. Then with conditional probability at least 1 − p −ν , we have for all J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ q that both
where the projection is on the orthogonal complement of the subspace
To be clear, in the definition of S J , we use R J0 to denote the coordinate subspace of vectors z ∈ R J with z j = 0 for all j ∈ J \ J 0 .
Proof. We will establish the bounds in (B.2) and (B.3) by using an -net argument based on the fact that for any vector z ∈ R p ,
To prepare for the argument, fix a superset J ⊇ J 0 , a vector u ∈ R J , and a scalar τ > 0. Observe that B.5) and since the conditional distribution of Y i given X i belongs to an exponential family, we have
Plugging (B.5) into (B.4) and using (B.6), we obtain that
where the last equation is a 2nd-order Taylor expansion with ξ ∈ [0, 1]. We may rewrite the inequality just obtained as
Now, for τ = τ r := τ r (1 − ) with r = |J \ J 0 | and a vector u ∈ R J with u 2 ≤ 1, it holds that
recall (B.1). Via (2.2) and (2.5), the assumed Hessian conditions imply that
and thus
Next, let U J be an -net for the unit sphere in R J with respect to the Euclidean norm, that is, U J is a subset of the sphere such that for any unit vector v there exists a (unit) vector u ∈ U J such that u − v 2 < . In particular, for the unit vector
and corresponding u ∈ U J with u − v 2 ≤ , we see that
We can take the -net such that
see Proposition 1.3 in Chapter 15 of Lorentz, Golitschek and Makovoz (1996) or Lemma 14.27 in Bühlmann and van de Geer (2011) . Inequality (B.8) and a union bound yield that
Applying inequalities (B.7) and (B.9), and plugging in the definition of τ r , we obtain that
Finally, to consider all sets J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ q simultaneously, we apply the union bound
Using the fact that there are at most p r ≤ p r sets J ⊇ J 0 with |J\J 0 | = r, inequality (B.10) and another union bound imply that
To prove the analogous statement about the projection operator, we instead take U J to be an -net of the unit sphere in the orthogonal complement S ⊥ J ⊂ R J , which has dimension |J\J 0 |. Consequently, we have |U J | ≤ (3/ ) |J\J0| . The rest of the argument proceeds identically with a bound of 1/(2p ν ) for the probability of the considered event. A union bound over the two cases gives the claimed bound of 1/p ν for the probability of both inequalities holding.
B.2. Bounding the likelihood function
In this subsection we analyze the log-likelihood ratios of sparse models given by sets |J| ≤ q, proving Theorem 2.2. It suffices to show that the two statements (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.2 are implied by the bounds (B.2) and (B.3) from Lemma B.1. The probability of the latter bounds holding was shown to be large in the previous subsection. In our proof we consider a fixed vector β 0 . The statement being true uniformly for vectors with β 0 2 bounded by a 0 follows from the monotonicity of the functions c lower and c upper . Fix any J ⊇ J 0 with |J| ≤ q. Consider any β ∈ R J and let γ = β − β 0 . Let
1 2 γ , and thus
Using (2.3), we obtain that
We now compare the values of the log-likelihood function at β 0 , β = β 0 + γ, and β 0 +γ, using Taylor-expansions. Using Proposition 2.1, we calculate
where ξ,ξ ∈ [0, 1]. Subtracting (B.14) from (B.13) and using (B.11), we find that
Inequalities (2.3) and (B.12) yield that
, which is at mostτ 2 |J\J0| /2 by the assumed inequality (B.3). Consider now the MLE β = β J = β 0 + γ, and defineγ ∈ R J0 as before. Then
We can thus bound the difference between the maxima of the log-likelihood functions if we can bound the distance β J − β 0 2 .
To bound β J − β 0 2 , we return to (B.13). The assumed inequality (B.2) implies that
Therefore, for γ 2 ≤ c lower ( β0 2 ) c change , the inequality (B.13) with another application of (2.3) gives
In particular, for
and so by concavity of the log-likelihood function, for all
Since log L(β J ) − log L(β 0 ) ≥ 0, this shows that
as long as we assume that
Taking up (B.16), we get
Hence, this inequality holds by choosing the constant C sample,1 appropriately. Now fix ∈ (0, ) such that
Choosing the constant C dim to ensure that p is large enough, we have that
which implies, by (B.18) and (B.19), that
This proves statement (a) of Theorem 2.2. To show the remaining claim (b) of Theorem 2.2, we first note that for any
Having assumed that the Hessian conditions hold for true models with up to 2q covariates, we may apply (B.17) to the model given by (J ∪ J 0 ) ⊇ J. We deduce that
as long as the term in the parentheses is non-positive. However, this can be guaranteed to be the case, by appropriate choice of the constant C sample,2 .
Appendix C: Proof of Hessian conditions (Theorem 2.1)
This part of the appendix provides the proof of Theorem 2.1, according to which the assumptions (A1)-(A3) from Section 2 yield a well-behaved Hessian matrix for the log-likelihood function of all sparse submodels of a logistic regression model. The proof is split into three parts. First, we address the inequality (2.4), next the upper bound in (2.3) and then the lower bound in (2.3). In each case we provide an explicit probability for an event that ensures the desired conclusion. A union bound over the three cases implies that all inequalities hold simultaneously with a probability large enough to conform with the assertion of Theorem 2.1.
it holds for all |J| ≤ q, for all |J| ≤ q and for all β ∈ R J that
for the case of logistic regression; recall (2.1). We show this for triples (n, p, q) that have n larger than the product of q log(2p) and a constant that is determined through (C.8). For a proof, since
we consider the quantity
where u ∈ R J is a unit vector. For any choice of w 1 , w 2 ≥ 0, we have
Using the symmetry and monotonicity of b for logistic regression we find
We now show how to choose w 1 and w 2 such that the two relative frequencies are sufficiently small, with high probability, for any choice of u and β. By Lemma D.3, for any t > 0, with probability at least 1 − 2e −nt 2 /2 , for all q-sparse unit vectors u, #{i : |X i u| < w 1 } n ≤ Prob |X 1 u| < w 1 + 1 t 32a 2 3 q log(2p) n + 2t (C.6) and #{i : |X i u| > w 2 } n ≤ Prob |X 1 u| > w 2 − 1 t 32a 2 3 q log(2p) n + 2t . (C.7)
D.2. Sparse unit linear combinations falling in an interval
We return to the setting where X, X 1 , . . . , X n are i.i.d. random vectors in R p and satisfy assumptions (A1)-(A3).
Lemma D.3. Fix any a > 0 and t > 0. With probability at least 1 − e −t 2 n/2 , for all q-sparse unit vectors u, 1 n #{i : |X i u| < a} ≤ Prob |X u| < a + 1 t 32a 2 3 q log(2p) n + 2t .
Similarly, with probability at least 1 − e −t 2 n/2 , for all q-sparse unit vectors u, 1 n #{i : |X i u| > a} ≤ Prob |X u| > a − 1 t 32a 2 3 q log(2p) n + 2t .
Proof. The proofs of the two statements are essentially identical, so we prove only the first one. Let Assume from now on that this event occurs. We may bound the expectation in (D.1) as
By assumption (A3), ν i X ij is a 3 -subgaussian, that is, for all t ∈ R, E e tνiXij ≤ e f (|X i u|) ≤ n 1 + a 2 + 4La 3 2 log(2p) n .
Proof. Let T = 2a 3 q log(np), and define h(z) = min {f (|z|), f (T )} for z ∈ R. By our assumptions on f , the function h is M -bounded and L-Lipschitz on R.
Applying the concentration bound from Lemma D.1 to h, with t = √ n/M , we obtain that with probability at least 1 − e −n/(2M
where the second inequality follows from (D.3). Since h(z) ≤ f (|z|) for all z ∈ R, we have E h(X u) ≤ E f (|X i u|) ≤ a 2 .
Hence, with probability at least 1 − e −n/(2M
h(X i u) ≤ n 1 + a 2 + 4La 3 2q log(2p) n .
(D.4)
For z ∈ [−T, T ], it holds by definition that h(z) = f (|z|). Consequently, if x ∈ R p satisfies x ∞ ≤ T , then h(x u) = f (|x u|) for any q-sparse unit vector u. Since each νX ij is a 3 -subgaussian when ν is Rademacher, the union bound yields that Prob {∃ 1≤i≤n : X i ∞ > T } ≤ np sup , where the last inequality follows from the usual bound on the Mills ratio for the normal distribution (Shorack, 2000, p. 237) . For our choice of T = 2a 3 log(np), we obtain Prob {∃ 1≤i≤n : X i ∞ > T } ≤ np 2 log(np) e −2 log(np) = 1 2np log(np) ≤ 1 2np .
So, by a union bound, with probability at least 
And if b ≥ a, we have
